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Power hop is an unstable dynamic phenomenon that is observed on
agricultural tractors operating at field working speeds under typical draft loads.
This dynamic instability can be identified as a bounce motion preceded by an
increasing oscillation in either the pitch or bounce modes. A definite and
comprehensive correction or prevention strategy for the control of power hop does
not exist. In this work a linear and a nonlinear model of an agricultural tractor were
developed. The method of multiple time scales has been employed in the analysis of
the nonlinear model. Numerical results have been obtained using Mathematica to
verify that power hop can be modeled as a nonlinear oscillator. Solutions to the
nonlinear model were obtained for several sets of system parameters. Parametric
studies and frequency response curves were performed and investigated.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Background
1.1. What is Power Hop?
In order to provide a simple yet representative model for the tractor
phenomenon known as power hop, it is necessary to define the term. According to
Wiley and Turner, “Power hop is a ‘porpoising’ type of pitch/bounce oscillation
superimposed on the forward motion of tractors equipped with pneumatic tires.”
[1.1]. Zoz defines the term as, “a type of dynamic instability that can occur when a
tractor is operating under tractive load conditions. It is characterized by the onset
of oscillatory motion with fore-aft pitch.” [1.2]. For the purposes of this paper, the
preceding descriptions of power hop have been accepted as adequate definitions of
the term.

1.2. The Current Problem of Power Hop
Power hop is a current problem for operators, producers, and manufacturers
because it reduces tractor performance and increases operating costs. When an
agricultural tractor is experiencing power hop, it often loses its ability to perform
the desired task. In order to control the unstable motion, the operator is often
required to make adjustments to the tractor.

Common adjustments that are

recommended by equipment manufacturers for the correction of power hop include
ballasting or unballasting the tractor and adding or removing air pressure in tires.
Both of these adjustments require stopping operation and additional labor costs for
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the producer. Furthermore, the tractor may no longer be ballasted efficiently for the
implement and task resulting in reduced performance and increased fuel costs. It is
also significant to note that a manufacturer’s recommendations do not guarantee
the control of power hop.

It is possible to follow equipment manufacturer’s

recommendations and not correct the problem, as seen in figure 1, which was taken
from a manufacturer’s website [1.3]. As demonstrated by figure 1, power hop
continues to be a current problem as a definite and comprehensive correction
strategy for its control does not exist.
Articulated 4WD Tractors
If power hop continues to be a problem, follow the steps below.
1. Tire Pressure: Increase front tire pressure by 6-8 psi above the
rated pressure for axle load (found in Operator’s Manual or tire
manufacturer’s handbook). Follow steps 2 and 3 below.
If power hop remains, reduce front tire pressure to the rated tire
pressure. Raise the rear tire pressure 6-8 psi above rated pressure
for the axle load. Follow steps 2, 3, and 4 below.
2. Remove any liquid ballast and replace with cast weights.
3. Liquid ballast has a stiffening effect that causes a rough ride. If
liquid ballast is used in the rear tires, all tires on the axle must be
filled to the same level. Do not exceed 40% fill.
4. If power hop continues after following these steps, see your local
John Deere dealer and reference Dealer Technical Assistance
Center (DTAC) Solution #21495.

Figure 1. Power hop correction procedure for an articulated 4WD tractor.

Another reason power hop is a problem is that the oscillations which
characterize the unstable motion can result in direct injury to the operator and lead
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to safety concerns for anyone near the operation. The large oscillations and violent
motions that can characterize power hop may cause head, neck, or back injuries to
the operator. The oscillations associated with power hop lead to a safety concern
for anyone near the operation because they cause a reduction in the time that the
steering tires are in contact with the ground, thus reducing the ability to control the
tractor.

1.3. Literature Review
Power hop has been addressed in several published and unpublished
technical papers and industry service bulletins. Various methods and approaches
have been used to analyze the phenomenon from a modeling perspective, as well as
an empirical one. The investigated literature is divided into the following modeling
and analysis approaches: slip-stick phenomenon, nonlinear numerical model, and
linear analytical and numerical models.
The first publication was produced by agricultural engineers at Purdue
University in 1968 and investigated power hop from the perspective of a “slip-stick”
phenomenon [1.5].

Slip-stick phenomena refer to oscillations that occur in a

mechanical system that has surfaces which are sliding against each other.
Depending on the coefficient of friction between the surfaces, and the velocity of
slip; spontaneous, self-excited oscillations can occur in the mechanical system. A
single wheel tester model was developed and tested to determine if a nonlinear
friction force relative to velocity could be the driving mechanism of power hop, but
the single wheel model was not able to reproduce power hop.

The slip-stick
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phenomenon has also been investigated by Volfson [1.6-1.9]. Volfson understood
the slip-stick phenomenon to be a function of circumferential stiffness of the tire,
the rotational stiffness of the tractor drive train, and the tire/surface contact
parameters. His research suggested that front wheel slip-stick caused by the over
speeding of the front wheel had the potential to create power hop. He concluded
that factors affecting the occurrence of power hop included: tire circumferential
and torsional stiffness, tire circumferential, torsional, and lateral damping,
coefficient of friction between the tire and the operating surface, and the natural
frequency of the agricultural tractor. A nonlinear, slip-stick model was considered
and analyzed numerically for a small sized agricultural tractor by Sakai, Sasao, and
Shibusawa [1.10]. Nonlinear resonance phenomenon was observed theoretically
and experimentally. They concluded that power hop can be recognized in a selfexcited oscillator and observed a point attractor, periodic attractor, period doubling
attractor, and chaotic attractor in numerical experiments.
A number of nonlinear models of agricultural tractors have been investigated
numerical or empirically for the occurrence of power hop.

In 1977, Al-Deen,

Liljedhal, and Soedel used a computer program to create a mathematical description
of power hop [1.11].

The model was a two-degree-of-freedom system and

considered the nonlinear characteristics of agricultural tires. They observed that
power hop could occur when neither the frequency nor amplitude of the forcing
function were varied and therefore concluded that power hop could not be a case of
resonance. In 1988, Orleandea simulated a four-wheel-drive agricultural tractor on
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soft soils using ADAMS dynamical analysis software [1.12]. This research focused
on the influence of power train configuration, engine power level, and damping
effects on power hop.

Computer simulations associated the simultaneous

occurrence of the loss of stability of the bounce mode, and the growing together of
the bounce and pitch natural frequencies with the appearance of power hop. Sakai,
Bukta, Sasao, and Shibusawa recognized the dynamics of the power hop
phenomenon as a forced, nonlinear oscillation. They numerically observed period
doubling vibrations, quasi-periodic vibrations and chaotic vibrations, but
investigation of their model revealed dimensional inconsistencies [1.13]. In 2001,
Garciano, Torisu, Sakai, Yoshida, and Takeda investigated the stability and chaotic
behavior of an agricultural tractor by conducting a frequency response test in which
an agricultural tractor was operated on an artificial test track, composed of a series
of angle irons, at various speed ranges [1.14]. They observed random vibration in
the low speed range, marginal stability in the middle speed range, and chaotic
vibrations in the high speed range. The next year, Garciano, Torisu, Sakai, and
Takeda published an additional paper based on experiments done on an artificial
test track which used triangular shaped angle iron to create an external excitation
[1.15].

The external excitation produced a bouncing process with nonlinear

resonance.

The following year they published a third paper discussing the

application of wavelets in the analysis of their nonlinear dynamic model. A wavelet
is a brief oscillation that can be useful for signal processing. Their wavelet maps
diagnosed quasi-periodic and chaotic dynamics of the agricultural tractor. In 2005,
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Dess vre performed experiments and numerical modeling in fields and on test
tracks [1.16]. A five-degree-of-freedom model was considered and numerical time
integration was conducted.

He concluded that the randomness of soil

characteristics contribute significantly to the difficulty in predicting power hop.
Linear models have been investigated analytically and numerically for the
occurrence of power hop. In 1995, Sohoni and Smith presented a methodology for
predicting draw bar pull loads at which power hop will occur [1.17]. Using a
linearized model and dynamic analysis software, an agricultural tractor’s
acceleration was simulated and eigenvalues of the equations of motion were plotted.
These eigenvalues can be plotted on a pole plot with the real part on the horizontal
axis and the imaginary part on the vertical axis. If any of the eigenvalues have a
positive, real part, the model has unstable modes. It was concluded that maximum
draw bar pulls could be determined at which operation would become unstable. In
February of 2008, Wiley and Turner presented a distinguished lecture on the
instability of agricultural tractors at the Agricultural Equipment Technology
Conference [1.1]. A three-degree-of-freedom, linearized, self-excited model was
considered analytically and a stability analysis approach was employed.
Eigenvalues of the linear equations of motion were examined and the critical
conditions at which transition from stability to instability were determined. They
concluded that the sufficient condition for stability is as follows:
(1.1)
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where H is defined as the Hop Function,

and

are respectively the front and

rear combined stiffness of the tire and soil,

is the horizontal distance of the tractor

center of gravity behind the front axle, and

is the horizontal distance of the tractor

center of gravity ahead of the rear axle. According to their work, “If [the Hop
Function] is satisfied throughout the pull-slip range of interest for this
tractor/implement system with negligible velocity-dependent forces, power hop
cannot occur.” [1.1]. They claimed that the Hop Function is not a necessary
condition for power hop to not occur and that, “this condition does not have to be
satisfied for the tractor to be stable.” It is noted that the Hop Function has no
dependence on drawbar load or hitch height.

In the same year, Dess vre

analytically solved a two-degree-of-freedom, linear power hop model using the
Laplace transform approach [1.18]. He developed a vectorial representation of the
stability criterion for the model and validated with a series of simple experiments.
At the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Systems Engineers
Annual International Meeting in 2007, Zoz presented an investigation of the cause of
power hop focusing on what he called the “tangential” (fore-aft) spring
characteristics of agricultural tires [1.2]. Experiments were performed and it was
observed that the tangential spring has decreasing spring rate coefficient properties.
Zoz concluded that this decreasing spring rate, or softening spring, in the tangential
direction contributes to the cause of power hop.
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1.4. Problem Statement
The agricultural tractor phenomenon known as power hop is an unsafe
instability that reduces tractor performance and increases operating costs. An
adequate understanding of the power hop phenomenon is needed in order to
determine its cause and thereby make recommendations for its prevention or
correction. To have an adequate understanding of power hop, a representative
model of an agricultural tractor is needed. Based on the considerable amount of
uncertain prevention guidelines and recommendations for power hop currently in
the literature, we conclude that the existing mathematical models are not adequate
for the understanding of power hop

1.5. Objectives
The objectives of this research were (a) to develop simple models yet capable
of encompassing the important features, (b) to perform a relatively detailed analysis
of the nonlinear mathematical model by applying the multiple time scale (MTS)
technique, (c) to provide numerical solutions, and (d) to determine if power hop can
be demonstrated as a nonlinear oscillation.

1.6. Motivation for Approach
From the review of published and unpublished technical papers and industry
service bulletins, it was observed that power hop had not been approached from the
perspective of a nonlinear analytical model. An analytical analysis could reveal
boundaries between stable and unstable behaviors that previous works could not.
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Considering the agricultural tractor with its nonlinear characteristics could be
significant because nonlinear dynamic systems can exhibit unexpected and
extraordinary behaviors. In addition, a linear analysis could still be investigated as
it is just a special case of the nonlinear model.
In our nonlinear agricultural tractor model we used the method of multiple
time scales (MTS), which is a perturbation technique. Perturbation techniques can
be used to construct approximate solutions to mathematical equations of complex
physical systems. These methods depend on the presence of a parameter in the
mathematical equations that is relatively small, and therefore contributes less to the
dynamics of the physical system. Perturbation techniques assume a solution that is
a uniformly convergent, asymptotic expansion ordered on the small parameter.
Solutions obtained by perturbation techniques are more capable of describing the
physics of systems rather than solutions obtained by numerical methods.
Perturbation techniques also create a reference point to check a numerical solution
against.
The method of multiple time scales is a powerful perturbation technique
because of certain advantages it has over classical perturbation techniques.
Classical perturbation techniques often break down due to resonances that lead to
secular terms. Secular terms are those terms in the perturbative solution that cause
non-uniformity in the asymptotic expansion. These can be simply described as,
terms that grow with time. The method of multiple time scales includes two key
components that allow for a solution to the problem of secular terms in
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perturbation theory. First, is the introduction of independent time scales referred
to as “slow-time” and “fast-time”, and second, is the use of solvability conditions that
guarantee the elimination of the secular terms. These unique characteristics of the
method of multiple time scales make it an excellent choice for the development of
our nonlinear model.

1.7. Organization of Thesis
The following chapters in this thesis consider model development and
analysis. The physical model is first described, followed by the conceptual model,
and finally the mathematical model is developed. Once the governing equations of
motion are formulated, we consider a linearized model and complete a stability
analysis.

Next, we consider the nonlinear model and seek an approximated

analytical solution via the method of multiple time scales. We consider the case of a
primary resonance (

) without internal resonance, where

frequency in the vertical degree of freedom (dof) and

is the forcing

is the natural frequency in

the vertical dof. A single, algebraic, frequency-response equation is achieved, a
stability analysis is carried out, and stability criteria are determined for the steadystate solutions of the nonlinear model.
numerically analyzed.

The equations of motion are then

To accomplish this, typical model parameters were

introduced and the equations of motion were numerically integrated with
Mathematica. Next, solutions to the analytical model were obtained for 7 different
parametric studies

and

frequency-response

curves

were

developed

and

investigated. A sample of each case was verified by comparison to its numerical
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solution. Finally, a conclusion summarizes the model investigation and discusses
suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2. Model Development
2.1. Physical Model
The physical model shown in figure 2 considers an agricultural tractor of any
size traveling at a constant horizontal velocity. Tires of any size are on the front and
rear axles (model allows for multiple tire configurations) with no suspension
system included. A drawbar load is applied in the horizontal direction and the
amplitude and wavelength of the surface of travel can be varied. This physical
model was chosen based upon the typical conditions at which power hop is likely to
occur. It was also chosen with the goal of developing simple models yet capable of
encompassing the important features.

Velocity

Body of
Tractor
Undulating
Surface

Front
Tire

Figure 2. Physical model of an agricultural tractor.

Drawbar
Rear
Tire
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2.2. Conceptual Model
Our physical model of an agricultural tractor was conceptually modeled as
the two-degree of freedom, half-tractor model as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Conceptual model of an agricultural tractor.

The two degrees of freedom considered were the vertical direction (ybounce) and the rotational direction ( -pitch). In the horizontal direction of travel,
it is assumed that there is no slip and the agricultural tractor travels at a constant
velocity. The tractor and tires are modeled as one rigid body with mass, m, and
moment of inertia, I, acting at the center of gravity, G. The distances from the center
of gravity to the front and rear axles are described by

and

respectively. The

front and rear tires are modeled as parallel springs and dampers in the vertical and
torsional directions. The vertical characteristics of the front tire are described by
the nonlinear stiffness coefficient

and constant damping coefficient

.

The
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vertical characteristics of the rear tires are described by the nonlinear stiffness
coefficient

and constant damping coefficient

. At the rear, we included dual

tires and modeled them as parallel springs and dampers with

and

. The form of the nonlinear stiffness coefficients was based on load-deflection
data from Wiley and Turner as seen in figures 4 and 5 [2.1]. Using curve fitting
techniques, a simple yet representative load-deflection relationship was derived and
differentiated to obtain the stiffness coefficients. The nonlinear stiffness coefficients
for the tires in the vertical direction are described by the following equations:
(2.1)
(2.2)
where

,

,

, and

are constants.

Load (N)

14.9 R 30 at 221 kPa
45000
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

Deflection (m)

Figure 4. Load (Newtons) vs. deflection (meters) curve for front tires.

0.1

0.12
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18.4 R 42 at 138 kPa
35000
30000
Load (N)

25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

Deflection (m)

Figure 5. Load (Newtons) vs. deflection (meters) curve for rear tires.

To model the torsional characteristics of the front and rear tires, we assumed
that the resultant of the two tires was a series combination of springs and dampers
acting at the center of gravity, G. Then
where

and

and

are the constant angular stiffness coefficients for the front and dual

rear tires respectively; and

and

are the constant angular damping coefficients

for the front and dual rear tires respectively. It was assumed that rotation about the
center of gravity is small.
The height of the undulating surface is described by:
(2.3)
where

is the amplitude of the surface,

the front and rear tires with
wavelength.

, and

describes the horizontal displacement of
and

describes the

The horizontal velocity, elapsed time, vertical distance from G to

surface, vertical distance from G to drawbar, static friction of the tires at front and
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rear, and maximum drawbar pull before significant slip are represented by v, t,
and

respectively.

2.3. Mathematical Model
To begin formulating the equations of motion governing the conceptual
model, the drawbar force and subsequent static friction forces are addressed first.
These forces are in a direction not intended to be considered for this model, but if
constant velocity without significant slip is assumed, there is equilibrium in this
direction and the resultant torques generated by these forces can be included in the
model.
From Figure 3, the equation of motion in the x-direction is as follows:
(2.4)
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time,
tractive forces assuming motion resistance was small,
before significant slip occurs, and

and

are the net

is the maximum pull

is a parameter allowing for variation of that

maximum pull. Substituting the equations for maximum static friction at the front
and rear tires results in:
(2.5)
where

and

are the coefficients of maximum static friction at the front and rear

tires respectively, and

and

are the normal forces at the front and rear tires

respectively. The normal forces are equal to:
(2.6)
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(2.7)
Substituting (2.6) and (2.7) into (2.5) results in the following:

(2.8)

This equivalence is used for including the torques generated by the pulling force and
friction forces in the two dof model.
From Figure 3, the equations of motion governing the two dofs are as
follows:
(2.9)

(2.10)

Substituting (2.8) into (2.10) results in:
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(2.11)

Substituting the nonlinear stiffness coefficients (2.1) and (2.2) into (2.9) and (2.11),
and writing in matrix form results in:

where:
(2.12)
(2.13)
Distributing and separating the linear terms from the nonlinear terms on the left
hand side (LHS) results in:
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(2.14)

Substituting

where

(2.14), differentiating and distributing

and

into equation

, and separating the parametric terms

results in:

(2.15)

The

damping

coefficients
,

nonlinear

parametric stiffness coefficients

,
stiffness

linear

coefficients

stiffness

coefficients
,

, and forcing coefficients

are defined in Appendix A. The frequency of the parametric terms
and the forcing terms is given by

. Dividing the y-direction and theta-direction

equations by mass (m) and moment of inertia (I) respectively, and changing
notation to

and

equations of motion:

(see Appendix A for definitions) results in the governing
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(2.16)

(2.17)

where

and

are the natural frequencies associated with the vertical direction

and angular direction of the corresponding linear model, respectively. That is, they
are the natural frequencies of the system when all nonlinearities are not present.
Equations (2.16) and (2.17) are coupled second order nonlinear differential
equations containing parametrical and external excitation terms.
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Chapter 3. Studies on Linear Model
3.1. Equation of Motion for Linear Model
This linear study on the two dof tractor model has three main purposes.
First, it serves to provide a basic understanding of the mechanisms present. Second,
it is intended to perform a linear stability analysis so as to identify the condition(s)
for instability/instabilities. Third, it provides a means for investigating whether or
not the stability condition identified in a three dof linear model by Wiley and Turner
can be obtained from a two dof model [3.1].
Linearizing equations (2.16) and (2.17) and keeping the forcing terms results
in:
(3.1)
(3.2)

3.2. Stability Analysis with Damping
To determine the stability of the linear model, we will convert the two
second order linear differential equations (3.1) and (3.2) into four first order
differential equations. We will start by defining the following four new functions:
(3.3-6)
Differentiating both sides of (3.3) through (3.6) and substituting into (3.1) and (3.2)
results in:
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(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
Expressing (3.7-3.10) in vector space form gives:
(3.11)
where the coefficient matrix

is given by

(3.12)
It follows, that the characteristic equation of the system is:

(3.13)
The roots of equation (3.13) are the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix and can be
used to determine the stability of the linear model.

The linear model is

asymptotically stable if all the roots of equation (3.13) lie in the left half-plane and
asymptotically unstable if all the roots of equation (3.13) lie in the right half-plane.
The Routh-Hurwitz criterion is another means for determining the stability
of the linear system and does not require that the roots of the characteristic
equation be calculated. According to the Routh-Hurwitz criteria for fourth-order
polynomials, any solution to (3.1) and (3.2) is unstable if all of the following
conditions are not satisfied:
(3.14)
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where

and

are, respectively, the coefficients of

and

in

equation (3.13).

3.3. Stability Analysis without Damping
For the purpose of investigating whether or not the stability condition
identified in a three dof linear model by Wiley and Turner can be obtained from a
two dof model, we will follow Wiley and Turner and remove the damping terms
from our equations of motion [3.1]. Eliminating the damping terms from (3.1) and
(3.2) gives:
(3.15)
(3.16)
Defining four new functions, as in (3.3-3.6), differentiating both sides and
substituting into (3.15) and (3.16) results in:
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
Expressing (3.17-3.20) in vector space form gives:
(3.21)
where the coefficient matrix

is given by:

(3.22)
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It follows, that the characteristic equation of coefficient matrix

is:
(3.23)

The roots of equation (3.23) are conjugate pairs and can be written in the complex
plane, as:
(3.24)
With its roots given as:

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

The stability of the solutions to (3.15) and (3.16) depends on (3.25-8). Investigation
of (3.25-8) shows that it is impossible for all the real parts to lie in the left halfplane, therefore asymptotic stability does not exist.
Considering equation (3.24), when the term inside the radical is negative, the
four eigenvalues (

can be complex conjugate pairs with two having positive real
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parts. For large enough , the roots with positive real parts will eventually dominate
the other pair of roots, resulting in exponential growth known as flutter instability.
When the term inside the radical is positive, stable, but not asymptotically stable
solutions are possible.
3.3.1. Applications
Let’s consider the case of stable, but not asymptotically stable solutions.
When:
(3.29)
and
(3.30)
the two roots in the

plane will consist of only negative real numbers. This results

in four eigenvalues

that are purely imaginary complex conjugate pairs. For purely

imaginary eigenvalues, a stable center exists and any solution to (3.15) and (3.16)
will describe an ellipse in the

-plane. This results in a transient response that is

stable, but not asymptotically stable. This response will not grow or decay with
time, but can be uniquely affected by small perturbations. Pure imaginary roots of
(3.23) can be changed to nearby complex roots with the real part being either
negative or positive. Consequently, a small perturbation can change the stable
center to a spiral point, which may result in flutter. Transition to this type of
instability is also known as a Hopf Bifurication and can occur when an internal
resonance is present.
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Using (3.29-30) let’s identify condition(s) for instability/instabilities and
investigate whether or not the stability condition identified in a three dof linear
model by Wiley and Turner can be obtained from a two dof model [3.1]. From
(3.30) it follows that:
(3.31)
From investigation of these parameters, it is determined that this condition is
always satisfied for practical tractor configurations.

Therefore, our stability

condition is reduced to (3.29). Substituting in model coefficients to (3.29) and
expanding gives:
(3.32)
This is both a necessary and sufficient condition for non-asymptotic stability.
Following Wiley and Turner, we will seek a sufficient, though not necessary,
condition for stability. Since the squared term in (3.32) is always positive, the
inequality is will hold true whenever
of them is zero.

and

and

have the same sign or when one

are equal to the following:
(3.33)
(3.34)

Substituting in the definitions of

and

, both of the following conditions are

required for both terms to have a negative sign or at least one of the terms to be
zero:
(3.35)
and
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(3.36)
where

. For

and

to both have a positive sign or at least one of

the terms to be zero, both of the following conditions are required:
(3.37)
and
(3.38)
Investigation of right hand side term of (3.36) and (3.38) shows that if

, which

is the case for practical tractor configurations, and if any drawbar load is applied,
then the RHS is always positive. Therefore, the conditions in (3.35-6) simplify to:
(3.39)
And the conditions in (3.37-8) simplify to:
(3.40)
Turner and Wiley obtained the following, sufficient stability condition from
their three dof model:
(3.41)
where
and

and

and

are the stiffness coefficients at the front and rear tires respectively,

are the horizontal distances from the center of gravity to the front and

rear tires respectively (see equation (A-48) in reference [3.1]). Comparing Wiley
and Turner’s stability condition identified in their three dof analysis with the
stability condition identified in this two dof analysis we do see correlation.
Equation (3.35) is equivalent to (3.41), but our stability criterion for that case, has
the additional constraint, (3.36), which depends upon the drawbar load, the
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coefficient of static friction between road and tire, and the hitch height. We have
also obtained an alternative stability condition in (3.37-8) which is in direct
disagreement with the results of Wiley and Turner.
It is stressed again that these conditions are for non-asymptotic stability, and
instability can result with a small perturbation, which would be common for an
agricultural tractor under load. It is also noted that stability is not limited to the
criterion in (3.39-40), as non-asymptotic stability may exist whenever (3.32) is
satisfied.
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Chapter 4. Studies on Nonlinear Model
4.1. Perturbation Method
Two aspects of the nonlinear and forcing terms in the governing equations of
motion should be noted at this stage. First, on physical ground the magnitudes of the
nonlinear and forcing terms are relatively small. Second, even if they are not small
one can introduce a small parameter such that a first-order uniform expansion
solution for Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17), can be performed. For the present investigation,
one simply introduces the small dimensionless parameter,

Thus, it is assumed in

this analysis that the damping terms, nonlinear terms, and terms containing
coefficients

through

, and

through

are small. These terms will be

considered to be relevant in the “slow-time” scale.
To provide a more explicit appearance one can factor the small parameter,
outside of the coefficients mentioned above such that, without loss of generality and
avoiding introducing more symbols, now the coefficients
through

through

, and

are of order 1. In other words, equations (2.16) and (2.17) now become:
(4.1)

(4.2)
To find a solution to this system of equations using the method of multiple time
scales (MTS), one introduces different time scales and considers the solutions of
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and

to be functions of these new time scales. Thus, one seeks an asymptotic

expansion in the form:
(4.3)
(4.4)
where

and

. The “fast-time” scale

at the natural frequencies of the modes
excitation,

is associated with changes occurring
and

of the corresponding linear system.

and the frequency of the
The “slow-time” scale

is

associated with variations in the amplitudes and phases of responses caused by the
damping, nonlinearity, and resonances.
Substituting (4.3) and (4.4) into (4.1) and (4.2) and equating coefficients of
like powers of one obtains:
Order

:
(4.5)
(4.6)

Order

:

(4.7)

(4.8)

where

and

.
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Solutions of Order
The general solutions for the Order

are:
(4.9)
(4.10)

where

and

are functions of . A more convenient form of these

solutions is sought by using Euler’s formula and setting:
(4.11)
(4.12)
Substituting equations (4.11) and (4.12) into equations (4.9) and (4.10) results in
solutions to (4.5) and (4.6) in the desired form:
(4.13)
(4.14)
Where C.C. denotes complex conjugate and

and

.

Solutions of Order
Substituting (4.13) and (4.14) into (4.7) and (4.8) results in:

(4.15)
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(4.16)

where prime denotes differentiation with respect to time , and over bar denotes
complex conjugate.

4.2. Resonance and Secular Terms
Depending on the functions

and , all particular solutions of (4.15) and

(4.16) contain terms proportional to the homogeneous solutions of (4.13) and
(4.14) will result in resonances or the so-called secular terms. The latter are those
terms in the perturbative solution that grow with time. This means that
can dominate

and

for large

expansion. If the functions

and

and

resulting in non-uniformity in the asymptotic
can be chosen such that the secular terms are

eliminated, a uniformly valid expansion can be retained. This selection of the
functions

and

is known as satisfying the solvability conditions.

Investigation of equations (4.15) and (4.16) shows that secular terms exist
when internal resonances occur at

,

primary resonances occur at

, and
and

; and when
In this

chapter and to limit the scope of the present investigation, the following case of Ω
near

without internal resonance will be considered.
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4.3.

Without Internal Resonance
This case represents the situation of a primary resonance with the natural

frequencies of each mode not being equal. When considering this case, any solution
to (4.15) and (4.16) will contain secular terms that tend to infinity. Inspection of the
RHS of these equations reveals that the terms proportional to
the terms proportional to

in (4.15) and

in (4.16) will produce secular terms. In addition to

these terms, secular terms are produced as a result of the primary resonance and
are caused by the terms proportional to

in (4.15).

To consider this case, the quantitative closeness of the primary resonance is
described by introducing the detuning parameter

:
(4.17)

Using the detuning parameter, we express the terms that lead to secular terms as:
(4.18)
Substituting this new expression into (4.15) and (4.16), and dividing by

and

respectively gives the solvability conditions:

(4.19)

(4.20)
When the solvability conditions are satisfied, the secular terms are eliminated from
the solutions of

and

.

Next, we introduce polar forms:
(4.21)
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(4.22)
Where

and

are the amplitudes of the motions, and

and

are the phases.

Substituting (4.21) and (4.22) into (4.19) and (4.20) gives:

(4.23)

(4.24)
Simplifying and dividing by

and

respectively, the solvability conditions

become:

(4.25)

(4.26)
Now, using Euler’s formula we set:
(4.27)
and substitute (4.27) into (4.25) and (4.26). Then separating the real and imaginary
parts of these equations and multiplying by results in a system of four equations
governing the amplitudes

and phases

:
(4.28)

(4.29)
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(4.30)

(4.31)
Transforming (4.28-4.31) into an autonomous system; that is a system in which
does not appear explicitly, we set:
(4.32)
Then the steady-state responses correspond to the fixed points of the system (4.284.31); that is, they correspond to the solutions of (4.28-4.31) when

.

Substituting (4.32) into (4.28-4.31) for steady-state response gives:
(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
It is noted that due to the lack in internal resonance, the amplitude of the
steady-state response in the unforced mode is zero, that is

. Eliminating

by

squaring and adding equations (4.33) and (4.35) together results in an algebraic
equation for the fixed points of (4.28-4.31):
(4.37)
where:
,
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Equation (4.37) is an implicit equation for the amplitude of the steady-state
response in the force mode,

, as a function of the detuning parameter,

relationship is the frequency-response equation for the case of Ω near

. This
without

internal resonance and is used to develop the frequency-response curves.

4.4. Stability Analysis
The stability of the steady-state solutions corresponds to the stability of the
solutions of equation (4.37). To determine the stability of the solutions of (4.37) we
will investigate the nature of the fixed points of (4.28) and (4.30). First, substituting
(4.32) into (4.28) and (4.30) and rearranging gives:
(4.38)

(4.39)
Now, we will let:
(4.40)
(4.41)
where

and

are infinitesimal time-dependent perturbations and

and

are

fixed points. To determine the stability of the perturbation, we derive a differential
equation for

and

. Differentiation yields:
(4.42)
(4.43)
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since

and

are fixed points. Thus,

and

where

and

are given by the

right hand side (RHS) of equations (4.38) and (4.39). Using Taylor’s expansion we
can obtain:
(4.44)

(4.45)
Where

,

,

, and

(4.39) with respect to

represent the partial derivatives of the RHS of (4.38) and
and and

higher order terms. Since

and

and

denote the remaining

are fixed points,

and

.

Also, if small response values are assumed, we can drop the remaining higher order
terms. Thence, equations (4.44) and (4.45) can be written as:
(4.46)
(4.47)
In short, this linearization in state vector form is

(where

T)

whose coefficient matrix, , is the so-called Jacobian matrix:
(4.48)
of the functions

and , evaluated at the point

.

Now substituting (4.40) and (4.41) into (4.38) and (4.39), and using
equations (4.42-4.48) we can obtain the linearization:
(4.49)
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where matrix

evaluated at the fixed points

and

results in:
(4.50)

with:
(4.51)
(4.52)

(4.53)

(4.54)
The stability of equation (4.37) depends on the eigenvalues of this Jacobian matrix.
The eigenvalues of (4.50) are the solutions of the characteristic equation:
(4.55)
It follows from the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, that the steady state solutions are
locally asymptotically stable if and only if:
(4.56)
This criteria is checked by first solving (4.33) and (4.35) for
values of

and

at different

and then substituting those solutions into (4.51-4.54). This condition

corresponds to the portion of the frequency-response curve where the so-called
jump phenomena occurs, which is discussed in the following section.
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Chapter 5. Numerical Results
To obtain numerical solutions, parameter values are determined and
frequency-response curves are plotted.

Parameter values were based on an

unballasted, John Deere 4450, with dual 18.4R 42 tires at 138 kPa at the rear and
single 14.9R 30 tires at 221 kPa at the front. Model coefficient values for the tractor
were obtained from personal communication [Wayne Mugge, John Deere, 16
November 2010] and Nebraska Tractor Test 1459 [5.1]. Not all model coefficient
values for the selected tires were available. The available model coefficient values
for the selected tires were obtained from Wiley and Turner [5.2]. The unavailable
model coefficient values for the selected tires were estimated based on available
data from similar tires. These model coefficient values were obtained from personal
communication [Ken Brodbeck, Bridgestone, 6 July 2010] and Taylor [5.3]. Model
coefficients for the surface were chosen based on an assumed typical operation
condition.
In order to have a basic case for comparison, we will denote the following
agricultural tractor, tire, and surface coefficients in table 1 as the typical case of
operation for our half-tractor model.
Table 1. Typical case of operation.

Model Coefficients
Agricultural Tractor (Half)
Distance from COG to:
Drawbar, d (m)
Front axle, (m)
Rear axle, (m)
Surface, h (m)
Mass, m (kg)

Value
0.516
1.819
0.891
1.036
3,658
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Moment of Inertia, I (kg*m2)
Agricultural Tires
Damping Coefficients:
Front Angular,
(Ns/rad)
Front Vertical,
(Ns/m)
Rear Angular,
(Ns/rad)
Rear Vertical,
(Ns/m)
Linear Stiffness Coefficients:
Front Angular,
(N/rad)
Front Vertical,
(N/m)
Rear Angular,
(N/rad)
Rear Vertical,
(N/m)
Nonlinear Stiffness Coefficients:
Front Vertical,
(N/m3)
Rear Vertical,
(N/m3)
Surface
Amplitude of Undulation, (m)
Friction Characteristics at:
Front tire,
Rear tire,
Percent of Max Pull, p
Velocity, v (m/s)
Wavelength of Undulation, (m)

5,250
160
1,500
640
3,800
59,720
279,300
772,944
507,400
42,840,000
35,754,000
0.05
0.90
0.90
0.90
1.65
1.00

Using the model coefficients in table 1 with

rad s-1, parameter values

are calculated in table 2. See Appendix A for a complete description of the model
coefficients and parameters.
Table 2. Model parameter values.

Parameter
(N/m2)
(N/m2)
(Ns/m2)
(Ns/rad*m)
(N/rad*m)
(N/m4)
(N/rad*m3)
(N/m3)
(N/m3)
(Ns/m2)

Value
107.5
129.3
1.449
0.180
-15.30
21,490
-12600
464.1
473.4
0.598
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(Ns/rad*m)
(N/m2)
(N/m4)
(N/rad*m3)
(N/m3)
(N/m3)
(N/m)
(N/m)
(N/m)
(N/m)

1.603
59.47
-1769
28,300
-121.6
448.2
-1.350
-6.831
5.930
-6.465

5.1. Frequency-Response Curves
5.1.1. Linear Model Curves
We will first look at the frequency-response curves of a linearized case of our
model. Linearizing (4.33) and (4.35), squaring, and adding the results together,
gives the following quadratic frequency-response equation in

and

.
(5.1)

This equation can also be obtained by taking the nonlinear stiffness coefficients,
and

to zero.

Investigating equation (5.1) shows that the response of the

linearized model for the resonance situation considered is dependent on these
parameters:
fixing

,

and

. Using the parameter values in table 2, without

, we plot the frequency-response curve for the linearized system at the

typical case of operation. In figure 6, the amplitude (
function of the detuning parameter ( ) in rad s-1.

) in meters, is plotted as a
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Figure 6. Frequency-response curve for linearized model at typical case of operation.

Starting at

rad s-1 in figure 6 and increasing the detuning

parameter, the frequency of excitation becomes more near the linear natural
frequency of mode 1 and the amplitude of response increases until

rad s-1. At

this point, the frequency of excitation is perfectly tuned to the linear natural
frequency of mode 1, resonance occurs, and amplitude of response is a maximum.
Increasing beyond

rad s-1 the frequency of excitation becomes less near the

linear natural frequency of mode 1 and the amplitude of response decreases. The
frequency-response curve is symmetric about

rad s-1 and this is typical of

linear models.
5.1.2. Nonlinear Model Curves
Next, we will plot the frequency curve for the nonlinear model at the typical
case of operation. Using (4.37) we plot the amplitude

as a function of the
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detuning parameter

in figure 7. The results are similar to the solution of the

Duffing equation. Due to the nonlinearity in our equations, the frequency-response
curve at the typical case of operation is not symmetric, but has a multivaluedness
which leads to jumps in the amplitude of response. To demonstrate this, imagine
that the frequency of the excitation is varied up and down through the linear natural
frequency. Starting at point 1 on the curve in figure 7, we increase the frequency of
excitation and the amplitude passes through points 2, 3, and continues to point 4. If
we start at point 6 and decrease the frequency of excitation, we reach point 5 and
then jump upwards to point 3 occurs. When sufficient model parameters are
present, an additional jump occurs at the peak of the plot. This occurs and is
discussed in the parametric studies. In the regions of multivaluedness, the initial
conditions of the system determine which solution is the actual response.

4
3

2

1

5
1

Figure 7. Frequency-response curve of nonlinear model at typical case of operation.

6
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Qualitatively, we can conclude that the portion between the vertical tangents
of the frequency-response curve is the region of instability [5.4]. Quantitatively, this
region corresponds to the solutions to (4.37) that are unstable. The region of
instability is plotted as dashed lines in figure 8 and can be checked using the
stability criterion in (4.56).

Figure 8. Frequency-response curve of nonlinear model at typical case of operation.
represents stable solutions and dotted line represents unstable solutions.

Solid line

A comparison of figures 6 and 8 shows the effect that nonlinearity has on the
response of the system at the typical case of operation. At small amplitudes the
responses of the linear and nonlinear systems are similar, but as amplitude grows,
the response for the nonlinear system is curved to right. This curvature is a product
of modeling the tire as a nonlinear spring with hardening behavior. This hardening
behavior results in multivaluedness where the actual response seen by the system
in these regions is determined by the initial conditions of the system.

This
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dependence on initial conditions is a characteristic of the nonlinear system that is
not present in the linear system.

5.2. Verification Process
To check the above analytical solutions we substitute (4.21) and (4.22) into
(4.13) and (4.14) respectively and obtain:
(5.2)
(5.3)
Now substituting (5.2) and (5.3) into (4.3) and (4.4) respectively results in the first
approximations to the analytical solution obtained by the method of multiple time
scales (MTS):
(5.4)
(5.6)
where

and

are given by (4.32-4.36) for steady-state motion.

Verification is done by comparing these equations to the numerical integration of
the original equations of motion, (4.1) and (4.2).
5.2.1. Linear Model Verification
First we will verify the linear model for the typical case of operation at
rad s-1. Linearizing equations (4.33-4.36) and using (4.32) to solve for
and

, we substitute those solutions into (5.4) and obtain the steady-state

analytical approximation for the linear response in

. To determine the linear,

steady-state numerical solution, the nonlinear parameters in equations (4.1) and
(4.2) were taken to zero and the equations were numerically integrated over a long-
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time using Mathematica. Figure 9 gives the two results superimposed, with the
dashed line denoting the analytical approximation and the solid line denoting the
numerical integration. The two results are indistinguishable for the linearized
system.

Figure 9. Analytical solution (dashed line) obtained by MTS superimposed on numerical solution (solid
line) obtained by long-time integration of equations of motion for linear model at typical case of
operation.

5.2.2. Nonlinear Model Verification
Next the analytical and numerical solutions for the nonlinear system are
compared.

Solving equations (4.32-4.36) for

and

, considering the stability

conditions of (4.56) and substituting only the stable solutions into (5.4) gives the
steady-state analytical approximations for the two possible responses.

To

determine the steady-state numerical solution for the nonlinear model, equations
(4.1) and (4.2) are numerically integrating over a long-time. Both the analytical and
numerical solutions are obtained by using typical parameter values with
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rad s-1. Figures 10 and 11 give the two stable solutions, superimposed with the
dashed line denoting the analytical approximation and the solid line the numerical
integration.
To obtain the lowest amplitude stable solution in figure 8, initial conditions
for the integration of (4.1) and (4.2) must be chosen appropriately. Using equations
(4.37), (4.56), and (5.4) at

s, the initial conditions necessary to obtain the

lowest amplitude stable solution are determined to be near

m and

m s-1. The frequency-response curve is shown in figure 10. The two
results are very similar for the low amplitude stable solution of the nonlinear
system.

Figure 10. Low amplitude analytical solution (dashed line) obtained by MTS superimposed on low
amplitude numerical solution (solid line) obtained by long-time integration of equations of motion for
nonlinear model at typical case of operation.

To obtain the highest amplitude stable solution in figure 8, we chose initial
conditions in the same way as we did for low amplitude, and set them near
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m and

m s-1. The frequency-response curve for the

highest amplitude stable solution is shown in figure 11.

Figure 11. High amplitude analytical solution (dotted line) obtained by MTS superimposed on high
amplitude numerical solution (solid line) obtained by long-time integration of equations of motion for
nonlinear model at typical case of operation.

The two solutions for the high amplitude stable solution of the nonlinear
model agree well, with small deviations observed at higher amplitudes.

The

deviations at higher amplitude are typical of nonlinear modeling. This process of
verification is followed in the proceeding sections.

5.3. Nonlinear Model Investigation
Using our numerically verified analytical approximation, we investigated our
model through parametric studies. These parametric studies consisted of varying
basic model coefficients as well as simulating common practices. The typical case of
operation, as described in table 1, is the basic case of comparison. Investigation of
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these parametric studies was completed to determine if power can be demonstrated
as a nonlinear oscillation.
Investigating equation (4.37) shows that the response of the model for the
resonance situation considered is dependent on these parameters:
,

,

and

,

,

,

,

. It is not feasible to describe the response for every combination of

a variance in these parameters, so a few representative cases are shown. Due to the
self-excitation in our system, interdependence among parameter values exists, i.e.
the parameters in the governing equations of motion are functions of common
model coefficients.

Therefore, it is physically impossible to vary individual

parameters that the model is sensitive to, without affecting other parameters.
Rather, we will vary the common model coefficients that the parameters depend
upon and thereby keep parameter values consistent. Table 3 shows the cases being
considered with their associated adjustments.
Table 3. Parametric study case considered with associated adjustment.

Case Considered
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7

Adjustment
Tire Linear Stiffness Coefficients
Tire Nonlinear Stiffness Coefficients
Tire Damping Coefficients
Tire Pressures
Tractor Ballasting (COG constant)
Tractor Wheelbase
Surface Amplitude

5.3.1. Case 1
Based on the nonlinear stiffness characteristics of agricultural tires, stiffness
coefficients of the following form were chosen for our model:
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(5.7)
(5.8)
In Case 1, we vary the linear stiffness coefficients,
parameters

,

, and

and

, thereby changing the

. This adjustment simulates increasing or decreasing the

linear stiffness characteristics of the front and rear tires individually and
simultaneously.
In figure 12 the linear stiffness coefficient for the rear tires is varied and
frequency-response curves are plotted with the amplitude
detuning parameter

as a function of the

.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12. Frequency-response curves for Case 1 varying

.

As the linear stiffness coefficient of the rear tires is decreased, the response
of the model is dominated by the nonlinear stiffness coefficient and the frequency-
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response curve is bent more to the right. As the linear stiffness coefficient of the
rear tires is increased, the response of the model is dominated by the linear stiffness
coefficient and the frequency-response curve becomes more symmetrical about
rad s-1. It is also observed that the maximum amplitude of response in the
range considered decreased as the linear stiffness coefficient decreased.

The

frequency-response curves for varying the linear stiffness coefficient of the front
tires is similar to the rear tires and will therefore not be plotted.
Next, both the front and rear linear stiffness coefficients are varied
simultaneously and the responses are plotted in figure 13.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

Figure 13. Frequency-response curves for Case 1 varying

and

simultaneously.

As both the front and rear linear stiffness coefficients are decreased, an
inflection point forms in the upper branch and two areas of unstable solutions come
into existence; as shown in part (b). Decreasing these coefficients further minimizes
the amplitude of response in the range considered, as shown in part (a). As both the
front and rear linear stiffness coefficients are increased, the linear stiffness
characteristics dominate, the response takes on the form of figure 12, and the
amplitude for the range considered is maximized.
Using the verification process as before, the predicted analytical solutions
obtained from the method of multiple time scales are compared with the numerical
solutions obtained from integrating (4.1) and (4.2). In figure 14, the analytical and
numerical results are superimposed for the lowest and highest amplitude, stable
solution shown in figure 13(e) for

rad s-1. To obtain the lowest and highest

amplitude stable solution in figure 13(e), initial conditions for the integration of
(4.1) and (4.2) must be chosen appropriately. Using equations (4.37), (4.56), and
(5.4) at

s, initial conditions are chosen near

m and
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m s-1 for the lowest amplitude. For the highest amplitude, initial conditions are
chosen near

m and

m s-1.

(b)

(a)

Figure 14. Comparison of analytical (dashed line) and numerical (solid line) solutions for lowest (a) and
highest (b) stable amplitude in figure 13(e).

This comparison of the predicted analytical solutions and numerical
solutions agree well, verifying the number of stable solutions and the amplitudes
and phases of those stable solutions.
5.3.2. Case 2
In Case 2, we vary the nonlinear stiffness coefficients,
changing the parameters

,

, and

and

, thereby

. This adjustment simulates an increase or

decrease in the nonlinear stiffness characteristics of the front and rear tires
individually and simultaneously.
In figure 15, the nonlinear stiffness coefficient for the rear tires is varied and
frequency-response curves are plotted.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 15. Frequency-response curves for Case 2 varying

.

As the nonlinear stiffness coefficient of the rear tires is decreased, the
response is more influenced by the linear stiffness coefficient as seen in part (a). As
the nonlinear stiffness coefficient of the rear tires is increased, the response is
dominated by the nonlinearity and bends more to the right, displaying the
characteristics of a stiffening spring. In part (d), as nonlinearity increases further,
an inflection point forms in the upper branch and two areas of unstable solutions
come into existence. The frequency-response curves for varying the nonlinear
stiffness coefficient of the front tires is similar to the rear tires and will therefore not
be plotted.
Next, both the front and rear nonlinear stiffness coefficients are varied
simultaneously and the results are plotted in figure 16.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 16. Frequency-response curves for Case 1 varying

and

simultaneously.

The effect of varying both the front and rear nonlinear stiffness coefficients
simultaneously is similar to that of varying the rear nonlinear stiffness coefficient
only, as seen in figure 15. It is also observed that the amplitude of response is
minimized for the range considered when nonlinearity is at a maximum in part (d).
Now, comparing the predicted analytical solutions obtained from the method
of multiple time scales with the numerical solutions obtained from integrating (4.1)
and (4.2), we superimpose the lowest and highest amplitude, stable solutions shown
in figure 16(b) for

rad s-1. Using equations (4.37), (4.56), and (5.4) at

s, we chose initial conditions for the lowest amplitude stable solution near
m and
we chose initial conditions near

m s-1. For the highest amplitude stable solution
m and

m s-1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Comparison of analytical (dashed line) and numerical (solid line) solutions for lowest (a) and
highest (b) stable amplitude in figure 16(b).

This comparison of the predicted analytical solutions and numerical
solutions agrees well, verifying the number of stable solutions and the amplitudes
and phases of those stable solutions.
5.3.3. Case 3
In Case 3, we vary the tire damping coefficients,
the parameters

,

, and

and

, thereby changing

. This adjustment simulates increasing or decreasing

the damping characteristics of the front and rear tires individually and
simultaneously.
In figure 18, the damping coefficient for the front tires is varied and
frequency-response curves are plotted.
(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 18. Frequency-response curves for Case 3 varying

.

As the damping coefficient of the front tires is decreased, as shown in part
(a), the response does not change significantly from the typical case of operation as
shown in figure 8. This suggests that the typical case of operation has minimal
damping. This could be a result of choosing agricultural tires that have very low
damping characteristics, or inaccurate model coefficients that are a result of the
difficulty inherent in determining the damping characteristics of agricultural tires
[5.3]. As the damping coefficient of the front tires is increased, the upper and lower
branches begin to merge, as shown in part (c). In part (d) the upper and lower
branches join together and a separate branch, which resembles the solution of
Duffing’s equation, forms with a stable region. As the damping coefficient of the
front tires is increased further, the separate branch moves out of view and the
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amplitude of the lower branch is decreased due to heavy damping. The frequencyresponse curves for varying the rear tire damping coefficient individually and both
the front and rear tires simultaneously, are similar to figure 18.
In figure 19, the predicted analytical solutions are compared with the
numerical solutions. The two solutions are superimposed for the lowest and highest
amplitude, stable solution shown in figure 18(a) for
amplitude initial conditions were chosen near

rad s-1. The lowest
m and

m s-1. The highest amplitude initial conditions were chosen near
and

m

m s-1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Comparison of analytical (dashed line) and numerical (solid line) solutions for lowest (a) and
highest (b) stable amplitude in figure 18(a).

This comparison of the predicted analytical solutions and numerical
solutions agrees well, verifying the number of stable solutions and the amplitudes
and phases of those stable solutions.
5.3.4. Case 4
In Case 4, we simulate the common practice of changing the air pressures in
the front and rear tires. According to Taylor a decrease in the air pressure of
agricultural tires results in decreased vertical stiffness and damping, while an
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increase in the tire pressure results in increased vertical stiffness and damping [5.3].
Using Taylor and Wiley and Turner, it can be determined that for a change in air
pressure of 30 kPa the linear stiffness coefficients change by an estimated factor of
0.1, the nonlinear stiffness coefficients by an estimated factor of 0.3, and the
damping coefficients by an estimated factor of 0.15 [5.3, 5.2]. To simulate this
behavior for a change in air pressure at both the front and rear tires simultaneously,
we will vary

,

,

,

,

, and

accordingly. The frequency-response curves

are plotted in figure 20.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

.1

(f)

Figure 20. Frequency-response curves for Case 4 varying the air pressure in both tires simultaneously.

In parts (c), (b), and (a), air pressures are decreased proportionally in both
the front and rear tires.

In parts (e) and (f), air pressures are increased

proportionally in both the front and rear tires. In parts (c) and (b), the air pressure
changes are comparable to a decrease of 30 kPa and 60 kPa respectively. In these
parts, the nonlinear characteristics of tires begin to have less influence on the
frequency-response curve, and the curve begins to straighten, increasing the
maximum amplitude of response in the field of view. In part (a), the linear stiffness
characteristics dominate the response and the two branches narrow, minimizing the
domain where greatest amplitudes exist.

In part (e) the air pressure change is

comparable to an increase of 30 kPa. As the air pressure in the tire increases, the
nonlinear characteristics of the tire bend the curve to the right, lowering the
maximum amplitude of response in the field of view. In part (f) the nonlinear
characteristics of the tire dominate the response, minimizing the maximum
amplitude, but increasing the domain where larger amplitudes exist. Simulations
were also run for changes in air pressure at the front and rear tires individually, and
their frequency-response curves were similar to figure 20.
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In figure 21, the predicted analytical solutions are compared with the
numerical solutions. The two solutions are superimposed for the lowest and highest
amplitude, stable solution shown in figure 20(b) for
amplitude initial conditions were chosen near
m s-1.

rad s-1. The lowest
m and

The highest amplitude initial conditions were chosen near

m and

(a)

m s-1.

(b)

Figure 21. Comparison of analytical (dashed line) and numerical (solid line) solutions for lowest (a) and
highest (b) stable amplitude in figure 20(b).

This comparison of the predicted analytical solutions and numerical
solutions agrees well, verifying the number of stable solutions and the amplitudes
and phases of those stable solutions.
5.3.5. Case 5
In Case 5, we simulate the common practice of ballasting, or the adding of
mass to improve stability and control of the agricultural tractor. Due to the lack in
internal resonance, the position of the center of gravity COG in our model does not
affect the response of the system; therefore, we will assume the COG stays constant
as mass is changed. The frequency-response curves are plotted in figure 22.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 22. Frequency-response curves for Case 5 varying mass.

As the mass of our agricultural tractor is decreased in parts (a) and (b), the
response is dominated by the nonlinear characteristics of the system and the
amplitude decreases. As the mass is increased, the linear characteristics dominate
and the amplitude increases.

This suggests that as the energy in the system

increases, the response’s dependence on the nonlinear stiffness characteristics of
the tires decreases.
In figure 23, the predicted analytical solutions are compared with the
numerical solutions. The two solutions are superimposed for the lowest and highest
amplitude, stable solution shown in figure 22(c) for
amplitude initial conditions were chosen near

rad s-1. The lowest
m and

m
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s-1. The highest amplitude initial conditions were chosen near

m and

m s-1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 23. Comparison of analytical (dashed line) and numerical (solid line) solutions for lowest (a) and
highest (b) stable amplitude in figure 22(c).

This comparison of the predicted analytical solutions and numerical
solutions agree well, verifying the number of stable solutions and the amplitudes
and phases of those stable solutions.
5.3.6. Case 6
In Case 6, we vary the sum of the distances
wheelbase (

and

to simulate a change in

), or the total horizontal distance between the front and

rear tires. This adjustment affects the parameters

,

,

, and

. Again, due to

the lack in internal resonance, the position of the center of gravity COG in our model
does not affect the response of the system, therefore we can ignore any variance in
the relative distances between
adjustment are shown in figure 24.

and

. The frequency-response plots for this
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 24. Frequency-response curves for Case 6 varying wheelbase.
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In parts (c), (b), and (a), the wheelbase is decreased while the position of the
COG stays constant. As the wheelbase decreases below the typical case of operation,
the upper and lower branches of the frequency-response curve move closer
together until they merge as shown in part (b). In part (b), a Duffing-like branch
forms and an additional jump phenomena comes into existence. To demonstrate
this jump phenomena, imagine the forcing frequency is increased beyond
s-1, the amplitude of response will jump from

to

rad

rad s-1. As the

wheelbase is further decreased, the Duffing-like branch grows rapidly and
remerges, as shown in part (a). In parts (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h), the wheelbase is
increased while the position of the COG stays constant. The upper and lower
branches of the frequency-response curves move away from each other, as shown in
part (e). In part (f), the upper and lower branches have begun to move closer
together and continue to do so until they merge in part (g). Further increases in
wheelbase confirm a cyclical response that repeats for every 2 m increase or
decrease in wheelbase.

This cyclical response exists because the phase angle

associated with the force due to surface undulation at the rear of the tractor
depends upon the wheelbase.
In figure 25, the predicted analytical solutions are compared with the
numerical solutions. The two solutions are superimposed for the lowest and highest
amplitude, stable solution shown in figure 24(e) for
amplitude initial conditions were chosen near

rad s-1. The lowest
m and

m
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s-1. The highest amplitude initial conditions were chosen near

m and

m s-1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 25. Comparison of analytical (dashed line) and numerical (solid line) solutions for lowest (a) and
highest (b) stable amplitude in figure 24(e).

This comparison of the predicted analytical solutions and numerical solutions agree
well, verifying the number of stable solutions and the amplitudes and phases of
those stable solutions.
5.3.7. Case 7
In Case 7 we adjust the amplitude of the surface undulation,
changing parameters

,

,

, and

, thereby

. This adjustment has the effect of changing

the surface of travel from that of a nearly flat surface to a relatively rough surface.
The frequency-response curves for these adjustments are plotted in figure 26.
(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 26. Frequency-response curves for Case 7 varying amplitude of surface undulation

Starting at a nearly flat surface in part (a), the amplitude of response is very
small, and a separate, Duffing-like branch comes into view in part (b). This separate
branch has a small domain of attraction and is therefore unlikely to occur in physical
experiements. As the amplitude of surface undulation increases, the Duffing-like
branch grows quickly and merges with the lower branches as shown in part (c). As
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surface amplitude increases further, the merged branches begin to separate into
lower and upper branches and this continues through parts (d), (e), and (f). In part
(g), we begin to see an inflection point forming in the upper branch. In part (h), that
inflection point has formed, resulting in two regions of instability with the upper
branch being triple-valued. These frequency-response curves reveal the systems
sensitivity to changes in surface amplitude as well as the diversity of responses to
those changes.
In figure 27, the predicted analytical solutions are compared with the
numerical solutions. The two solutions are superimposed for the lowest and highest
amplitude, stable solution shown in figure 26(e) for
amplitude initial conditions were chosen near

rad s-1. The lowest
m and

s-1. The highest amplitude initial conditions were chosen near

m
m and

m s-1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 27. Comparison of analytical (dashed line) and numerical (solid line) solutions for lowest (a) and
highest (b) stable amplitude in figure 26(e).

This comparison of the predicted analytical solutions and numerical
solutions agree well, verifying the number of stable solutions and the amplitudes
and phases of those stable solutions.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion
This research developed simple linear and nonlinear models of an
agricultural tractor capable of encompassing the important features. A relatively
detailed analysis of the nonlinear mathematical model was accomplished by
applying the multiple time scale (MTS) technique. Mathematica was employed to
obtain numerical solutions and numerically verify the analytical solutions.
Parametric studies were completed in order to determine if power hop can be
demonstrated as a nonlinear oscillation. The following is a summary of the findings
of the parametric studies of the nonlinear model.

6.1. Summary of Model Investigation
We investigated our analytical model through parametric studies by varying
basic model coefficients as well as simulating common practices. The following
seven cases were considered:
Table 4. Parametric study case considered with associated adjustment.

Case Considered
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7

Adjustment
Tire Linear Stiffness Coefficients
Tire Nonlinear Stiffness Coefficients
Tire Damping Coefficients
Tire Pressures
Tractor Ballasting (COG constant)
Tractor Wheelbase
Surface Amplitude

In summarizing the parametric studies, we observed that as the nonlinear
stiffness characteristics of the tires dominated the linear stiffness characteristics,
the amplitude of response decreased.

We observed that decreasing the tire
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damping characteristics had little, to no effect on the response when compared to
the typical case of operation. As the air pressures in the tires were decreased, the
nonlinearity began to have less influence on the frequency-response curve and the
curve began to straighten, increasing to its maximum amplitude of response in the
field of view. As the air pressures in the tires were increased, the nonlinear
characteristics of the tire bent the curve to the right, lowering the maximum
amplitude of response in the field of view. The air pressure investigation also
showed that the effect of changing the air pressures in the front or rear tires
individually, had a minimal effect on the response of the system in this model. For
ballasting adjustments, we observed that the response’s dependence on the
nonlinear stiffness characteristics of the tires decreased as mass increased. For
adjustments in wheel base, we observed a cyclical response that repeated for every
2 m increase or decrease in wheelbase. Varying the amplitude of surface undulation
had significant effects on amplitude and demonstrated that the response of the
model was sensitive to small changes in the surface amplitude and that large
amplitudes of response were possible with relatively small undulation amplitudes.
We will also compare the results from our parametric studies with one
additional point of interest. According to Wiley and Turner, power hop occurs less
frequently on tractors with bias ply tires [6.1]. This is thought to be due to the
greater damping that is present in bias ply tires. According to Taylor, bias ply tires
have greater damping and greater stiffening characteristics when compared with
radial ply tires and bias ply tires can be modeled as nonlinear springs [6.2]. To
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compare our results with this point of interest, we will use figures 16 and 18 which
vary nonlinear stiffness and damping characteristics. Using these figures we can
investigate the response of a tire with characteristics more similar to that of a bias
ply tire. In part (c) of figure 16 we observe that the maximum amplitude of
response is minimized, while in part (d) of figure 18, the higher damping has caused
convergence of the upper and lower branches. These two observations from our
model could support the claim that power hop occurs less frequently on tractors
with bias ply tires.
Based on investigation of the parametric studies of this nonlinear model and
the accepted definitions of power hop given in Chapter 1, we conclude that power
hop can be demonstrated as a nonlinear oscillation. The frequency response curves
presented in the parametric studies do demonstrate behavior similar to that
described as power hop by Wiley and Turner and Zoz [6.1, 6.3]. The mechanism
that created this behavior was the resonance case considered,

near

without

internal resonance. That is, the primary resonance in the first mode was the cause
of power hop for this study. Further studies are needed for a comprehensive
understanding of the cause of power hop.

6.4. Suggestions for Future Work
The linear and nonlinear models presented in this study should be validated
through physical experiments. It is suggested that the agricultural tractor and tires
selected for this model be acquired and tested on a test track with the appropriate
surface undulation. It is also noted that more accurate agricultural tire damping
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characteristics may be needed, as this study demonstrated that the presently
accepted values may be errant.
To acquire a comprehensive understanding of the cause of power hop,
further resonance studies are suggested. The author of this paper believes that the
nonlinear spring characteristics of tires and internal resonances between the
bounce and pitch degrees of freedom is the key to a complete understanding of the
cause of power hop. The following resonance cases are suggested for future study
with this model:

,

,

,

and any combination of these resonances.

and
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Appendix A. Parameter Definitions
Tire Coefficients:

where the “hat” denotes the parameter value for a single tire.
Damping Coefficients:

Linear Stiffness Coefficients:

Nonlinear Stiffness Coefficients:
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Parametric Stiffness Coefficients:

Forcing Coefficients:

where:

Model Parameters:
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Appendix B. Computer Programs
Nonlinear Verification with Stability Analysis using Mathematica
Clear["Global`*"]
Clear["`*"]
a=1.819;
b=2.71-a;
A=0.05;
beta11=279300*10;
beta12=42840000;
beta21=2*253700*10;
beta22=2*17877000; "=2*beta22hat"
c1=1500;
c2=2*1900; "=2*c2hat
h=1.0364;
d=h-.52;
MoI=.5*10500;
K1=59719;
K2=2*386472; "=2*K2hat"
lambda=1;
m=.5*7315;
mu1=0.9;
mu2=0.9;
p=100;
eta=p/100;
v=1.65;
xi1=160;
xi2=2*320; "=2*zeta2hat"
aP=a-eta*mu1*(h-d);
bP=b+eta*mu2*(h-d);
C11=c1+c2;
C12=c2*b-c1*a;
C21=c2*bP-c1*aP;
C22=c1*aP*a+c2*bP*b+(xi1*xi2)/(xi1+xi2);
k11L=beta11+beta21;
k12L=beta21*b-beta11*a;
k21L=beta21*bP-beta11*aP;
k22L=beta11*a*aP+beta21*b*bP+(K1*K2)/(K1+K2);
k11N=beta12+beta22;
k12N=beta22*b-beta12*a;
k21N=beta22*bP-beta12*aP;
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k22N=beta12*a*aP+beta22*b*bP;
phi=(2*Pi*(a+b))/lambda;
"omega=(2*Pi*v)/lambda;"
A1=A*Cos[phi];
A2=A*Sin[phi];
A3=omega*A*Cos[phi];
A4=omega*A*Sin[phi];
k11P=beta12*A+beta22*A1;
k12P=-beta22*A2;
k21P=-beta21*aP*A+beta22*bP*A1;
k22P=-beta22*bP*A2;
F11=-beta11*A-beta21*A1-c2*A4;
F12=beta21*A2-c1*A*omega-c2*A3;
F21=beta11*aP*A-beta21*bP*A1-c2*bP*A4;
F22=beta21*bP*A2-c1*aP*A*omega-c2*bP*A3;
%--------------------------------------------------;
sigma1=10
epsilon=0.01
omega1=Sqrt[k11L/m]
omega2=Sqrt[k22L/MoI]
omega=omega1+epsilon*sigma1;
alpha1=C11/m;
alpha2=C12/m;
alpha3=k12L/m;
alpha4=k11N/m;
alpha5=k12N/m;
alpha6=k11P/m;
alpha7=k12P/m;
alpha8=C21/MoI;
alpha9=C22/MoI;
alpha10=k21L/MoI;
alpha11=k21N/MoI;
alpha12=k22N/MoI;
alpha13=k21P/MoI;
alpha14=k22P/MoI;
f11=F11/m;
f12=F12/m;
f21=F21/MoI;
f22=F22/MoI;

"------Analytical Solution--------";
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eqn=4alpha1*omega1*vars1+(8*alpha6*vars1^2+4*f11)*Cos[vars2]+(8*alpha7*vars1^24*f12)*Sin[vars2]==0&&8*vars1*omega1*sigma13*alpha4*vars1^3+(-8*alpha6*vars1^2+4*f11)*Sin[vars2](8*alpha7*vars1^2-4*f12)*Cos[vars2]==0;
sol=NSolve[eqn,{vars1,vars2}]
anot=vars1/.sol[[5]];
gammanot=vars2/.sol[[5]];
xx=anot*Cos[-gammanot] "Initial conditions for y"
xxdot=-(omega1+sigma1*epsilon)*anot*Sin[-gammanot] "inital
conditions for y'"

"---------Numerical Soution--------";
s=NDSolve[{x''[t]+omega1^2*x[t]+epsilon*(alpha1*x'[t]+alpha
2*y'[t]+alpha3*y[t]+alpha4*x[t]^3+alpha5*x[t]^2*y[t]+alpha6
*x[t]^2*Sin[omega*t]+alpha7*x[t]^2*Cos[omega*t])==epsilon*(
f11*Sin[omega*t]+f12*Cos[omega*t]),y''[t]+omega2^2*y[t]+eps
ilon*(alpha8*x'[t]+alpha9*y'[t]+alpha10*x[t]+alpha11*x[t]^3
+alpha12*x[t]^2*y[t]+alpha13*x[t]^2*Sin[omega*t]+alpha14*x[
t]^2*Cos[omega*t])==epsilon*(f21*Sin[omega*t]+f22*Cos[omega
*t]),x[0]anot*Cos[-gammanot],x'[0](omega1+sigma1*epsilon)*anot*Sin[gammanot],y[0]0,y'[0]0},{x,y},{t,0,2500},MaxSteps];

"------------Stability Analysis---------------";
s1=-(alpha1/2)+(2*alpha6*Cos[gammanot]*anot)/omega1(2*alpha7*Sin[gammanot]*anot)/omega1;
s2=((alpha6*Sin[gammanot]*(anot^2))/omega1)+(f11*Sin[gammanot]
)/(2*omega1)(alpha7*Cos[gammanot]*(anot^2))/omega1+(f12*Cos[gammanot])/
(2*omega1);
s3=-(3*alpha4*anot)/(4*omega1)+(alpha6*Sin[gammanot])/omega1+(f11*Sin[gammanot])/((anot^2)*2*omega1)+(alpha7*Cos[gammanot])/omega1+(f12*Cos[gammanot])/((anot^2)*2*omega1);
s4=(alpha6*Cos[gammanot]*anot)/omega1+(f11*Cos[gammanot])/(ano
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t*2*omega1)+(alpha7*Sin[gammanot]*anot)/omega1(f12*Sin[gammanot])/(anot*2*omega1);
"If s5 and s6 are postive, solution is stable"
s5=-s1-s4
s6=s1*s4-s2*s3
"If both real roots are negative, solution is stable"
sss=NSolve[n^2+s5*n+s6==0,{n}]
Plot[{(anot)*Cos[omega1*t+(sigma1*epsilon*tgammanot)],Evaluate[{x[t]}/.s]},{t,2008,2009},Axes{False,T
rue},PlotStyle{Dashed,Black},FrameTrue,FrameLabel{ "t
(s)", "y
(m)"},GridLinesAutomatic,GridLinesStyleDirective[Orange,D
otted]]

Parametric Studies Using Mathematica
Clear["Global`*"]
Clear["`*"]
"-----a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h Determine Parametric Variations----";
"-------Case 1 - Adjusting Linear Stiffness Only--------";
abeta11=279300*.001;
bbeta11=279300*.01;
cbeta11=279300*.1;
dbeta11=279300;
ebeta11=279300*10;
fbeta11=279300*100;
gbeta11=279300*1000;
beta11=dbeta11;
abeta21=253700*.001;
bbeta21=253700*.01;
cbeta21=253700*.1;
dbeta21=253700;
ebeta21=253700*10;
fbeta21=253700*100;
gbeta21=253700*1000;
beta21=dbeta21*2; "=2*beta21hat";
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"--------Case 2 - Adjusting Nonlinear Stiffness Only-----";
abeta12=42840000*.001;
bbeta12=42840000*.01;
cbeta12=42840000*.1;
dbeta12=42840000*.8;
ebeta12=42840000*10;
fbeta12=42840000*25;
gbeta12=42840000*1000;
beta12=fbeta12;
abeta22=17877000*.001;
bbeta22=17877000*.01;
cbeta22=17877000*.1;
dbeta22=17877000*.8;
ebeta22=17877000*10;
fbeta22=17877000*25;
gbeta22=17877000*1000;
beta22=fbeta22*2;

"---------Case 3 - Adjusting Damping Only---------------" ;
ac1=1500*.01;
bc1=1500*45;
cc1=1500*50;
dc1=1500*51;
ec1=1500*55;
fc1=1500*63;
c1=ac1;
ac2=1900*.001;
bc2=1900*.01;
cc2=1900;
dc2=1900*13;
ec2=1900*100;
fc2=1900*1000;
c2=ac2*2;

"---------Case 4 - Adjusting Tire Pressure--------------";
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"----------Linear Stiffness Coefficients----------------";
abeta11=279300*.09;
bbeta11=279300*.8;
cbeta11=279300*.9;
dbeta11=279300*1;
ebeta11=279300*1.1;
fbeta11=279300*11;
beta11=fbeta11;
abeta21=253700*.09;
bbeta21=253700*.8;
cbeta21=253700*.9;
dbeta21=253700*1;
ebeta21=253700*1.1;
fbeta21=253700*11;
beta21=fbeta21*2; "=2*beta21hat";

"--------------Non-Linear Stiffness Coefficients---------";
abeta12=42840000*.07;
bbeta12=42840000*.4;
cbeta12=42840000*.7;
dbeta12=42840000*1;
ebeta12=42840000*1.15;
fbeta12=42840000*10.15;
beta12=fbeta12;
abeta22=17877000*.07;
bbeta22=17877000*.4;
cbeta22=17877000*.7;
dbeta22=17877000*1;
ebeta22=17877000*1.15;
fbeta22=17877000*10.15;
beta22=fbeta22*2;
"--------------Damping Coefficients----------------------";
ac1=1500*.085;
bc1=1500*.7;
cc1=1500*.85;
dc1=1500*1;
ec1=1500*1.15;
fc1=1500*10.15;
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c1=fc1;
ac2=1900*.085;
bc2=1900*.7;
cc2=1900*.85;
dc2=1900*1;
ec2=1900*1.15;
fc2=1900*10.15;
c2=fc2*2;

"-----------Case 5 - Adjusting mass only----------------" ;
am=7315*.1;
bm=7315*.6;
cm=7315*2;
dm=7315*10;
em=7315*20;
fm=7315*2000;
m=cm*;
"----------Case 6 - Adjusting COG and Mass--------------" ;
"-------------Wheel Base------------------";
btl=2.71-.25;
ctl=2.71-.2;
dtl=2.71-.15;
etl=2.71+.05;
ftl=2.71+.3;
gtl=2.71+.7;
htl=2.71+.8;
itl=2.71+.85;
aa=1.819;
b=itl-aa;
"-------------Case 7 - Adjusting Surface Undulation------";
aA=0.003;
bA=0.004;
cA=0.006;
dA=0.02;
eA=0.05;
fA=0.1;
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gA=0.2;
hA=0.25;
A=hA;

"--------------Parametric Studies Program---------------";
h=1.0364;
d=h-.52;
MoI=.5*10500;
K1=59719;
K2=2*386472; "=2*K2hat";
lambda=1;
mu1=0.9;
mu2=0.9;
p=100;
eta=p/100;
v=1.65;
xi1=160;
xi2=2*320; "=2*zeta2hat";
aP=aa-eta*mu1*(h-d);
bP=b+eta*mu2*(h-d);
C11=c1+c2;
C12=c2*b-c1*aa;
C21=c2*bP-c1*aP;
C22=c1*aP*aa+c2*bP*b+(xi1*xi2)/(xi1+xi2);
k11L=beta11+beta21;
k12L=beta21*b-beta11*aa;
k21L=beta21*bP-beta11*aP;
k22L=beta11*aa*aP+beta21*b*bP+(K1*K2)/(K1+K2);
k11N=beta12+beta22;
k12N=beta22*b-beta12*aa;
k21N=beta22*bP-beta12*aP;
k22N=beta12*aa*aP+beta22*b*bP;
phi=(2*Pi*(aa+b))/lambda;
"omega=(2*Pi*v)/lambda;";
A1=A*Cos[phi];
A2=A*Sin[phi];
A3=omega*A*Cos[phi];
A4=omega*A*Sin[phi];
k11P=beta12*A+beta22*A1;
k12P=-beta22*A2;
k21P=-beta21*aP*A+beta22*bP*A1;
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k22P=-beta22*bP*A2;
F11=-beta11*A-beta21*A1-c2*A4;
F12=beta21*A2-c1*A*omega-c2*A3;
F21=beta11*aP*A-beta21*bP*A1-c2*bP*A4;
F22=beta21*bP*A2-c1*aP*A*omega-c2*bP*A3;
alpha1=C11/m;
alpha2=C12/m;
alpha3=k12L/m;
alpha4=k11N/m
alpha5=k12N/m;
alpha6=k11P/m
alpha7=k12P/m
alpha8=C21/MoI;
alpha9=C22/MoI;
alpha10=k21L/MoI;
alpha11=k21N/MoI;
alpha12=k22N/MoI;
alpha13=k21P/MoI;
alpha14=k22P/MoI;
f11=F11/m;
f12=F12/m;
f21=F21/MoI;
f22=F22/MoI;
omega1=Sqrt[k11L/m]
omega2=Sqrt[k22L/MoI];
epsilon=0.01;
omega=omega1+epsilon*sigma1
r1=64*ao^2*omega1^2;
r2=-48*alpha4*omega1*ao^4;
r3=9*alpha4^2*ao^6+16*alpha1^2*omega1^2*ao^2+64*alpha6*f11*
ao^2+64*alpha7*f12*ao^2-16*f11^2-16*f12^2-64*alpha6^2*ao^464*alpha7^2*ao^4;
sol=NSolve[r1*sigma1^2+r2*sigma1+r30,{sigma1}];
Show[Plot[Evaluate[sigma1/.sol],{ao,0,1},PlotStyleBlack]/.
Line[pnts_]Line[Reverse/@pnts],PlotRange{{30,30},{0,.3}},AxesOrigin{30,0},FrameTrue,FrameLabel{"1 (rad s-1) ","a0 (m)
"},GridLinesAutomatic,GridLinesStyleDirective[Orange,Dott
ed]]

